
Address :35/16 IIIrd Floor, Shankar Road, Old Rajender Nagar, New Delhi

Email : ds@dstoursonline.com Contact :9711166607

Package Code:DS255156 Price: INR 0(Price Per Person)

Scenic Maldives 4Nights and 5Days - 4 Nights / 5 Days

Cities Covered: >> Maldives

Itinerary:
.
Day 1: Maldives:
.
ARRIVAL AT MALDIVES
.
.
On  arrival  at  the  Maldives  International  airport  you  will  be  met  by  the  resort's  airport
representative and will be transferred to the Resort by a speedboat ( shared basis ) ,Lunch at the
resort . Afternoon free for relaxation then Dinner at the resort  .Overnight stay at the resort .
(Meals as per meal plan chosen)
.
Day 2: Maldives:
.
STAY AT RESORT
.
.
After breakfast at the resort , relax and unwind at the resort or take an optional Island Hopping
Tour ( at an extra cost ) or indulge yourself in the most popular Water Sports ( at an extra cost )
like Snorkelling , Windsurfing or a Catamaran sailing . Lunch at the resort . Dinner at the resort .
Overnight stay at the resort . (Meals as per meal plan chosen)
.
Day 3: Maldives:
.
STAY AT RESORT
.
.
After breakfast at the resort , day free to relax and explore the resort or experience one of the
great Spa treatment ( at an extra cost ). Lunch at the resort . Dinner at the resort . Overnight stay
at the resort .
.
Day 4: Maldives:
.
STAY AT RESORT
.
.
After breakfast at the resort , day free to relax and explore the resort
.
Day 5: Maldives:
.
DEPATURE FROM MALDIVES
.
.



After breakfast at the resort ,  get ready for a check out and you will  be transferred to Male
International airport by a speedboat ( shared basis ) for your flight back home .
.

Inclusions :
 
Hotel Accomodation
Daily Breakfast and Dinner
Speed Boat Transfers (Sharing Basis)
Green Tax
GST

Exclusions :
.
Meals not mentioned
Any cost of personal nature
Any cost not mentioned in the above.
TCS 5% (Claimable in ITR)

Cancellation Policy :
.
Booking under any special promo/offer require the full  amount and without considering any
number of days and shall be totally Non refundable.
•Any change in the itinerary post booking should be recorded in writing between the parties on
Travel Triangle platform. Any verbal/oral communication regarding changes in earlier agreed
package/hotel/inclusions/itinerary will not be entertained in cases of dispute
•100% amount needs to be paid for flight tickets in advance for issuance of tickets If flight fare
has increased/decreased by the time payment reaches us, then the same shall be borne by the
client and the quotation would be revised accordingly
•Room bookings are subject to availability at the time of booking with the hotel. In case if the
booking cannot be processed for any reason, or in case in case of any issues with the booking,
the liability of DS Tours shall be limited to refunding the amount paid by the client.
•In the rare possibilities of the reservation not getting confirmed for any reason whatsoever, we
will process the refund and intimate you of the same. DS Tours is not under any obligation to
make another booking in lieu of or to compensate/ replace the unconfirmed one. All subsequent
further bookings will be treated as new transactions with no reference to the earlier unconfirmed
reservation.
•Hotel, Sightseeing, Meals, Transfers rate might change without any prior notice until & unless it
been booked/ confirmed
•Please remember that all special requests like early check-In, late check-out, smoking room,
non-smoking room, views, floors, king bed, twin bed, adjoining and/or interconnecting rooms are
strictly subject to availability upon arrival and same cannot be guaranteed prior
•Cost of expenses of personal nature at the place of stay, such as laundry, telephone calls, room
service, alcoholic beverages, mini bar etc. not mentioned in the inclusions will have to be borne
by the traveler
•For SIC (i.e. shared) transfers, please reach SIC pick up spot at least 10 minutes prior to actual
timing - any delay by passenger in reporting on time may lead to loss of service and will not be
refundable by Travel Triangle/travel agent.
•In case of missed transfers due to flight delay or delay on the part of the client, no refund shall
be applicable and the client has to make alternate arrangments on their own cost.
•The above cost does not include any kind of surcharge if applicable during the given travel
period.



•The travel bookings done by DS Tours are subject to the applicable requirements of Visa which
are to be obtained by the individual traveller either directly or throught DS Tours. DS Tours is not
responsible for any issues, including inability to travel, arising out of such Visa requirements, or
delay in visa processing, and is also not liable to refund for the untraveled bookings due to any
such reason.
•Any increase in  the  price  charged by  Company on account  of  change in  rate  of  taxes or
imposition of new taxes by Government shall have to be borne by customer.
•The User expressly agrees that use of the services is at their sole risk. To the extent DS Tours
acts only as a booking agent on behalf of third party service providers, it shall not have any
liability whatsoever for any aspect of the standards of services provided by the service providers.
In no circumstances shall DS Tours be liable for the services provided by the service providers.
•In case of flight cancellation by the Airline, DS Tours on best effort basis shall try to provide a
suitable alternative, However any additional cost for the same has to be borne by the client. DS
Tours under no circumstances shall be liable to pay any compensation or make conpensatory
arrangemnets, any such requests shall be directly routed to the Airline.
•DS Tours do not take guarantee for any services revoked from the hotel without prior notice
•DS Tours shall not be liable for any losses incurred by the travelers due to violation of rules of
local government
•In case of delay in payment by the due dates communicated, DS Tours reserves the right to
cancel the booking and recover the cancellation and other applicable costs from the customer.
•Any amendments/additions to package (dates, inclusions, itinerary etc), will be done at an extra
cost to the customer. Changes made to the package will be made as per cancellation policy of
the original package and customer has to bear the cost incurred due to this.
•The USD conversion rate would be considered as prevailing as of that day when the final
payment is made as per our card rate which includes the remittance charges, bank charges, Govt
taxes and other charges which is involved in international payment remittance
•All disputes shall be subject to Delhi Jurisdiction.
Force Majure Circumstances
There can be exceptional circumstances where the service operators like the airlines, hotels, the
respective transportation providers or concerns may be unable to honor the confirmed bookings
due to various reasons like climatic conditions, labor unrest, insolvency, business exigencies,
government decisions, operational and technical issues, route and flight cancellations etc. If DS
Tours is informed in advance of such situations where dishonor of bookings may happen, it will
make its best efforts to provide similar alternative to its customers or refund the booking amount
after reasonable service charges, if supported and refunded by that respective service operators.
The user agrees that DS Tours being an agent for facilitating the booking services shall not be
responsible for any such circumstances and the customers have to contact that service provider
directly for any further resolutions and refunds.
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